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Provisional agenda item J.2 

DECENTRALIZATION OF UNITED NATIONS ACTIVITIES 

At its twenty-ninth session, the Board took cognizance of resolution 17〇9 O W T ) 

of the United Nations General Assembly on Decentralization of the Economic and Social 

Activities of the United Nations and Strengthening of the Regional Economic 

Commissions. It requested the Director-General, in resolution ЕВ29.РЛ5, to study 

the need for and ways of continuing co-ordination with the regional economic 

commissions. At its thirtieth session the Board, after considering the Directors-

General
 1

 s recommendations on this subject, requested him in resolution EB)CLR2) to 

continue this study along the lines indicated in his report and to report on further 

developments to the Board at its thirty—first session. This paper has been prepared 

in response to resolution EB)CLR2). 

1 . Decisions of the Economic and Social Council and the United Nations General 

Assembly 

1.1 The Economic and Social Council was informed at its thirty-fourth session, in 

July I962, of the Board
!

s resolutions on decentralization of United Nations activities. 

It considered the report of the Secretary-General on action taken to put into effect 

the plan for decentralization and for strengthening the regional economic commissions 

which had been approved by the General Assembly • In resolution 879 (XXXIV), the 

Council expressed its gratification that the General Assembly had affirmed this policy 

and its confidence that the Secretary-General would continue to carry out the process 

of decentralization in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1709 (XVI). 

1.2 At its seventeenth session, the General Assembly adopted unanimously a 

resolution (annexed) in which it reaffirmed its resolution 17〇9 (XVI) and welcomed 

the resolution of the Economic and Social Council and the practical expression given 

to the policy of decentralization by means of the tasks assigned to the regional 

economic commissions. It requested the Secretary-General to continue the impiementa-

tion of this policy and to report thereon to the Council in July I963• 
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2 • De ve 1 opments in collaboration with the regional economic commissions 

2.1 Since no new decisions have been made by the United Nations organs in this 

matter, the Director-General has pursued the lines of action suggested in his report 

to the Board at its thirtieth session. 

2.2 Since then, attention has been focused on the arrangements for associating the 

specialized agencies with the work of the United Nations regional development 

institutes and with the decisions of their directing organs. 

2.3 WHO was represented at the special meeting of the Economic Commission for 

Latin America held in June 19б2 to revise the statute of the Latin American 

Institute for Economic and Social Development. The Commission did not adopt 七he 

suggestion of the secretariat to establish an advisory committee of representatives 

of specialized agencies， but authorized the Director-General of the Institute to 

reach agreement with these agencies as to methods of co-operation. 

2Л WHO was also represented at the inter-governmental meetings convened by the 

economic commissions for Africa and； for Asia and the Far East to prépare . for the 

African Institute of Economic Development and Planning and the Asian Development 

Institute. At the invitation of the Special Fund, the Director-General commented 

on the request for the latter institute, emphasizing the need to take account of 

health factors, from the beginning, in establishing its programme. The Organization 

took part in two inter-secretariat meetings to plan the organization and programme 

of the African Development Institute• Wide agreement was reached on these matters, 

including the creation of an advisory committee of agency representatives^ and the 

proposals thus formulated will be considered by the ECA at its fifth session in 

Februaiy 1963. 

2.5 Co-operation between PASB/AMRO and the Latin American Institute for Economic 

and Social Development began in October 1962 with the opening of a joint three-

months
1

 course for health planners； this is the first of a series of such courses 

which will be given over the next five yèars and continues the courses organized 

since 1959 with E C L A . It is planned to recruit a public health administrator who 

will serve on the staff of the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning 

and WHO is co-operating with the starting team of the Institute in gathering teaching 

materials and planning the courses. 
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2.6 Within the programmes of concerted action mentioned in the report to the Board 

at its thirtieth session, co-operation with the regional economic commissions continues 

to grow with the increase in the number and variety of regional activities organized 

by the commissions. These include seminars, surveys, pilot projects, and meetings 

of regional advisers on community development and related programmes• The increase 

in joint regional projects is greatest in the fields of urbanization, urban community 

development and housing, where concerted action was initiated more recently than in 

the development of water resources, rural and community development, and education 

and training. 

2.7 The decentralization of United Nations activities has similarly enhanced the 

importance of the liaison with regional economic commissions, which is maintained 

through the regional offices. The WHO representative to Ethiopia serves as liaison 

officer with the E C A . In March 19Ô2 the Regional Director for South-East Asia, 

acting on behalf of the Organization, designated a member of his staff stationed in 

Bangkok as a liaison officer with E C A F E . In view of the nature of the programme 

in Europe and the close co-operation established with ECE， liaison with that 

Commission is assured by the Director and Deputy-Director of E U R O . PASB/AMRO 

keeps in close touch with E C I A , both directly and through its Zone IV office in Lima. 

2.8 In addition to their role in planning and executing regional projects, the 

executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions meet informally with the 

resident technical assistance representatives from their regions to discuss work with 

which both are concerned. WHO is represented at these meetings, as appropriate, 

by the directors of its regional offices or members of their staff and on occasion 

by headquarters officers• 

Health planning and national development planning 

5.1 In response to the request made by the Board in its resolution EB29.R斗8, the 

Director-General invited the attention of governments to the importance of including 

a representative of the national health authority on national planning bodies and the 

advisability of including in health ministries special provisions for the development 

of national health plans and the evaluation of national health programmes. 
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3.2 A nuiaber of countries gave information on the arrangements they had made or 

were making to this effect. The same resolution was communicated to the executive 

directors of the United Nations regional economic commissions and to the resident 

technical assistance representatives with a request for their co-operation in 

encouraging governments to take the action recommended by the Board. Within WHO, 

it may be noted that A health planning unit was established in PASB/AKRO in 1961. 

A factor in the growth of co-operation with United Nations agencies and the 

regional economic commissions is the increasing number of requests for assistance in 

the planning of large projects or in general development planning, particularly from 

African countries. WHO has taken part recently in several missions of this type • 

Fcr example， a public health administrator accompanied the United Nations Survey 

Mission which visited Rwanda and Burundi in preparation for their independence. 

A corif;iiltant in sanitary engineering w^.s assigned to the United Nations Special Fund 

mission to Nigeria which is making a preliminary survey on problems arising from 

urbanization. A public health administrator was assigned to the mission sent by the 

World Bank to Iran to advise on the new five-year development plan. 

3.斗 The regional development institutes of the United Nations are designed to 

provide training in techniques of development planning, including planning for 

specialized sectors such as health, and assistance to governments through missions 

to advise on development planning. By participating in both these activities^ >Ш0 

is in a position to expand its assistance to goverrjnents in national health planning 

and to link it closely with assistance to development planning as a whole. Assistance 

to countries in health planning is part and parcel of the Organization
f

s ar>sic bance to 

newly independent and emerging states, which is discussed under agenda item 2,1. 
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ANNEX 

DECENTRALIZATION OP THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OP THE UNITED NATIONS 

AND STRENGTHENING OF THE REGIONAL ECONOMIC COMMISSIONS 

Resolution 1323 
adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations 

on l8 December 1962 

The General Assembly, 

Recalling its resolutions 1518 (XV) of 15 December i960 and 1709 (XVI) of 

19 December I96I on decentralization of the economic and social activities of 

the United Nations and strengthening of the regional economic commissions； 

Noting with appreciation the Secretary-General's reports on the subject; 

Recalling the principle that countries receiving aid should have free 

choice of programmes and projects, 

1. REAFFIRMS the policy of decentralization as stated in its resolution 17〇9 

(XVI); 

2 . WELCOMES Economic and Social Council resolution 879 (XXXIV) of 6 July 1962 

and the practical expression given to the policy of decentralization by means 

of the tasks assigned to the regional economic commissions, particularly in 

resolutions 891 (XXXIV), 893 (XXXIV)，9〇）（XXXIV)，916 (XXXIV)，917 (XXXIV)， 

and 92斗(XXXIV) of the Council; 

REQUESTS the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

to submit to the General Assembly at the eighteenth session its recommendations 

regarding the further steps that may be necessary to carry out the General 

Assembly's decisions on decentralization of the economic and social activities 

of the Organization and the strengthening of the regional economic commissions, 

taking into account, inter alia, the views of the Economic and Social Council, 

and of the executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions through 

the Secretary-General as well as the measures outlined in the Secretary-

General’s report to the General Assembly at its sixteenth session； 
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Annex 

4 , REQUESTS the Secretary-General to proceed with the policy of decentralization 

of the United Nations economic and social activities and strengthening of the 

regional economic commissions, taking into consideration the interests of states 

which are not members of any regional commission by taking such steps as may be 

necessary to ensure that they receive the same benefits as they would through 

membership in the regional commissions, and to submit to the Economic and 

Social Council at its thirty-sixth session and to the General Assembly at its 

eighteenth session a detailed report on the stage reached in the implementation 

of this policy, and on the further steps required to achieve the intended results； 

5 . RECOMMENDS that the Secretary-General continue to convene meetings of the 

executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions to discuss matters 

of common interest and to exchange experience particularly regarding operations 

of decentralized activities, with a view to promoting co-operation between the 

regions, and that he make available an annual report on their meetings for 

consideration by the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly. 


